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What is a poet?...Combine the qualities of the Patriot, the
Hero, and the Legislator, with a love of the Sublime and
Beautiful, and you have a Poet. And he, too, is a reformer.
The illumination of genius lights up the mysterious caverns
of his Soul, and unfolds serene thoughts in the inmost
sanctuary of his being. The sympathies of humanity
expand his heart; and prophecies of future peace press his
pen to utterance.

The Great Harmonia, vol. 2 (1851), p.84.



  

Andrew Jackson Davis (1826-1910)
“The Poughkeepsie Seer”

1847 c.1860



  

Even the laws of art are in accordance with Nature, and
coincide with all general principles which are correct and
infallibly true...The manifestations of Nature are by him
constantly intended to be impressed upon the
understanding, so that these may answer as symbols and
types, shadowing forth to the mind the internal and
invisible causes.

The Principles of Nature (1847), p.93



  

He [i.e. the artist] is an interpreter and a representative of
nature. He is to address the feelings and attributes of the
spirit through the medium of the senses—to refine and
elevate them by representations of native purity and divine
images.

The Great Harmonia, vol. 2 (1851), p.86



  

And the innumerable processes by which he has explored
the many parts and avenues of Nature, bring convictions to
his mind corresponding to the conclusions drawn from all
palætiological [sic] sciences; and as these convictions
emanate from the Source of all true and correct
impressions, they should be, and are received.

The Principles of Nature (1847), p.94



  

Back of Nature, he silently contemplates the Cause which
produced this theatre of human existence; and with the
highest reverence for truths pertaining thereunto, he can
almost associate with the first Principle of Life and
activity!…But in observing the many forms and substances
which are constantly developing and reflecting new truths
to his mind, he recognises something infinitely surpassing
that which he vainly supposed to be created by his skill.…
For Nature, with a renewed reflection, impresses his mind
with more intrinsic truth than is represented in his
imitation, which is of a shadowy and evanescent a
character.

The Principles of Nature (1847), p.95



  

Being convinced of this truth, he does not strain his mental
and physical powers to outdo or misrepresent that which is
before him, but he is contented if his production is a fac-
simile of that which does constantly develop itself to the
senses.

The Principles of Nature (1847), p.96



  

His occupation also tends to impress his mind with the
truth that generals and universals are the only reliable
evidence of truth in contemplating the boundless
landscapes of Nature. He finds that in detailing and
particularizing, he spoils the grand and sublime effect that
it is his intention to reproduce.…He finds that the parts—
the lights and shades, the distance and perspective—
compose the whole, and that the whole is necessary to the
parts. The whole combined presents the internal conviction
that the Effect must, in quality and principle, be like that
which originally produced it.

The Principles of Nature (1847), p.96



  

He [i.e. Swedenborg] vibrated constantly between two
extremes—between reality and supposition; and he saw
into “Heaven and Hell” inferentially and analogically, (not
literally,) just as Milton saw the Prince of Darkness and the
splendid compartments of pandemonium.

The Great Harmonia, vol. 3 (1852), p.214



  

To the searcher and observer of external manifestations,
the Universe is a symbol, a type of that which was and is,
and of that which must and will be.…Therefore, the First 
and Ultimate of all things are rational and irresistible
inductions that can be drawn from the prolific, fertile, and
truthful experience and meditation of the true artist, and
who associates with Nature's inimitable beauties.

The Principles of Nature (1847), p.98



  



  



  



  



  



  

In this age, poetry—true poetry—is more universally
understood and applied to practical purposes than
formerly. As the soul, and the human race, approach the
era of social and spiritual harmony, which is just beginning
to dawn on the world, the principle of Poetry which is
music, and which is Harmony, is more easily
comprehended and practiced.

The Great Harmonia, vol. 2 (1851), p.85



  

This devotion to Man-authority is disastrous to every
attempt at progression in the science of revealing thoughts.
…They [i.e. the old Masters] represented their own
thoughts, and their own discoveries in the combination of
colors. And this independence made them great and
immortal! We will have New Masters when originality,
and independence of popular opinion, inspires some
refined and elevated spirit to express on canvas his own
perceptions of the beauties of Nature, and his own
intuitions of invisible things.

The Great Harmonia, vol. 2 (1851), p.87



  

Poets are no dreamers! Prophets are no impostors! Seers
are no visionists! Philosophers are not insane! No, no!
Poets all have sung of an “Elysium.” Prophets have
foretold of a “New Jerusalem.” Seers have seen an “Era of
Universal Unity.” Philosophers have ciphered out a “New
Atlantis.” The Millennial day, the Utopian period, the
reign of Justice, the age of Happiness—all! yes, all—is but
one declaration of Father-God through the several inspired
offspring of Mother-Nature.

The Magic Staff (1857), p.382-83.
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